
11:11 manufacturing 
Custom deck program





100% Canadian Hard Rock Maple. 
Professional craftsmanship - over 15 years of experience

Unparalleled quality control & automatic technology

PROFESSIONAL  
QUALITY DECKS

WOOD PROCESSING
We import a substantial volume of container logs from the United States and Canada every year. 

In our own wood pre-processing workshop, we do roll cutting, veneer drying & dyeing, each process is under strict

supervision.


DECK PRODUCTION
Our factory has different concave molds and CNC machines for cutting shapes, to meet the demands of professional skaters.

From the glue to the wood, we handle all processes by ourselves at the most professional level.


CUSTOM GRAPHIC
Our industrial UV digital printing is the most technological model in the market, ensuring vibrant colors and intricate details for your 
custom designs. For traditional silkscreen printing workshops, we have adapted automatic equipment to offer better printing effects.



3 in House Shapes: Round, Blunt and Tapered
Our in house shapes cover most of our customers needs however we can just any custom shape and size!

Send 1:1 file to create a custom shape. Contact your rep for details

concaves 
shapes and sizes

X SHAPE
Tapered on both ends with a 

standard wheelbase. Excellent 
all around board


Available in all sizes

Y SHAPE
Square nose and tail, standard 

wheelbase… Popular new shape 
amongst the cool kids


Available in 8” and up

Z SHAPE
Round on both ends with a 

standard wheelbase. Another 
excellent all terrain shape


Available in all sizes



100% Canadian Hard Rock Maple Alt Shapes
Nothing better than a fun functional shape that you can get down on in the streets and in the parks. 

Hand shaped and designed by both Old and New School shredders to bring you the best performance possible.

Go big, go with a OG shape!

ALTERNATIVE  
SHAPES



Veneers, 
TRANSFERS AND 
SPECIAL EFFECTS

More Effects

Glitter

Color Stains: Each layer can be stained!



Holographic

Heat Transfers



OUR MISSION

11:11 Manufacturing

Product is our passion! For the last decade, we have relied on 
the strength of our local and global relationships, striven for 
quality in everything we do, and believed in craftsmanship above 
all else. From the original point of conception to the delivery of 
the final product, we will assist in all stages of design, sourcing, 
product development, and global drop-shipping. Whether you're 
looking for a reliable, long-term partner or a one-time order, we 
aim to create premium boards with numerous possibilities for 
your brand.

PLEASE CONTACT 
Bruce Rodela 
brucerodela@gmail.com 
(925) 548-1293

11:11 Manufacturing

http://www.1111majufacturing.com

